Teaching Technology and Agriculture in the New Normal

God says, “I know the plans I have for you. They are the plans for good and not for disaster; to give
you a future and hope.” Jeremiah 29:11
In this 21st century, amidst COVID-19 pandemic, our lives are like a road of curving into mist: only
God can see what lies around the bend. These are forks in the road ahead, but God alone knows the best
route to take to reach the future good He has for us.
With this today’s lecture-series, “Teaching Technology and Agriculture in the New Normal”,
TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION ERA takes place. It leads to new innovations whose rapid application and
diffusion typically cause an abrupt change in the society and intended for better living and learning outcome.
For instance, we pay our electric bill through G-cash. Digital payments or cashless society is emerging.
On the other hand, I do love the Virtual Tour using the Tour Creator since every now and then,
travelling makes me blithe. Using the 360 degree camera or an omnidirectional camera helps us to capture
everything around the sphere and see it in virtual reality.
Another is the Signal System. It is very useful in this technological age where in living and learning
leads to digital period. It also catches my attention the hash tag, “#kitajagakita”, which means we care of
ourselves. This connotes parallelism to hash tag, “#savelives”, meaning if we care for ourselves
therefore we should take necessary precautions and health protocols to save our lives and save
others as well.
Lastly, the Urban Farming which leads me to my lessons in EEP 4. Planting in urban areas can be a
in the society and fresh air takes at place.
Mabuhay po kayo at maraming salamat SEAMEO Secretariat and SEA-Teacher-TVET for this lecture
series. Truly, it is very educational and informative.
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